NOTES
1. HYDROGRAPHIC CONTOURS IS 0.5m INTERVAL FROM COMBINED SURVEY AND HYDROGRAPHIC DRAWS
2. ALL DESIGN BATTERS ARE 1:5
3. DREDGE BATTER FROM ADANI DRG. BRM202-DW-MN-GEN-0002 REV2
4. LOCATION OF EXISTING FEATURES TO BE CONFIRMED ON SITE
5. NO BOX CUTS PERMITTED FOR BATTER BETWEEN T0-05 TO T0-06
6. REFER DRG No. BMT JFA 275.03-03-01 FOR MORE DETAILS

DATUM
HORIZONTAL LAT BASED ON TCRC94 (RL 8.740m LAT)

TIDAL PLANES
(MAP GRID OF AUSTRALIA BASED ON GDA 94, ZONE 55)

SCALE 1:2500
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DREDGING & DREDGED MATERIAL PLACEMENT TO DREDGING SETOUT
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